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Abstract: Recently, the demand of portable devices with low power consumption and high performance are increasing in today life. The low
power utilization for every activity is a standout amongst the most essential prerequisites for easily movable gadgets.
In this paper , Read only memory (ROM) are design for core i7 frequencies 1.0,2.9,3.3,4.0(GHz) range with the help of different I/O standard
family i.e LVDCI, SSTL and HSTL and compare the power dissipation with the above frequency. It has been seen that at maximum frequency
LVCMOS have 14% and 41.2% less power dissipation with respect to HSTL and SSTL input output (IO) standards at 65nm technology.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day, high performance integrated circuits are being
implemented in deep sub-micron technology. Read only
memory (ROM) is one of them. Usually in the ROM data is
written at the time of fabrication of memory. The data is
permanently fix and cannot performer re-write operation. In the
ROM the data is not depend on supply voltage. It mean if the
supply voltage is off the data will not be lost. It works in
washing machine, BIOS in computer system, Microwave
etc.ROM retains its contents even when the power is turned off.

DIFFERENT TYPE I/O STANDARD:
1. Low Voltage Digital Control Impendence (LVDCI)
2. Stub Series Terminated Logic(SSTL)
3. High Speed Transceiver Logic (HSTL)
4. Low Voltage Transistor-Transistor Logic (LVTTL)
5. Mobile Double data rate(Mobile-DDR)
1.

Low Voltage Digital Control Impendence (LVDCI):It
is a type of I/O standard. It has also divided into five
categorize.

Figure 2: Family of LVDCI
Figure 1:Block diagram of ROM
ROM has n input and m output. In general, a 2n x m defines
that decoder and OR gates for input and output for the
data.Decoder size is defines as n x 2m and m numbers of OR
gates is required. Each OR gate has 2^n inputs, which are
connected to each of the outputs of the decoder.
1. FPGA:
Field Programmable Gate Array or FPGA is a device that is
widely used in the digital electronic. The advantage of the
FPGA is that the chip is completely programmable and can be
re-programmed.
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Here LV stands for Low voltage and HS stands for High
voltage and DCI stands for Digitally Control Impedance. In this
paper this technique is used for calculating power dissipation.
There are two sources of power dissipation:
i. Dynamic power dissipation
ii . Static power dissipation

2.

Stub Series Terminated
Logic (SSTL): It is also a
type of I/O standard. It has classified into five
categories:
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II.

Figure 3: Family of SSTL
3.

High Speed Transceiver Logic(HSTL):It is a type of
I/O standard. It is also divided into five categorize:
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LITERTURE REVIEW

In this section we discuss about some paper which have use
some different I/O standard for energy efficient ROM design
on FPGA. In first paper when LVDCI I/O standard are used at
Virtex-5 FPGA using Verilog hardware description language
and Xilinx ISE simulator for designing ROM on FPGA.[1] we
see that there is reduction in total power, clock power and
signal power at different frequency. LVDCI has also differentdifferent I/O standard. In different I/O standard there is no
reduction in clock power and signal power but total power is
reduced.

Figure 4: Family of HSTL
4.

Low Voltage Transistor-Transistor Logic(LVTTL):It
is a type of I/O standard. it is also divided into three
categorize:
Figure 7: RTL Schematic of ROM

5.

Figure 5: Family of LVTTL
Mobile Double data rate(Mobile-DDR):It is a type of
I/O standard. It is also divided into six categorize:

Figure 6: Family of M-DDR
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In second paper when HSTL I/O standard are used at Virtex5 FPGA using Verilog hardware description language and
Xilinx ISE simulator for ROM design on FPGA [5].we see that
there is reduction in total power clock power and signal power
when frequency is scaling down, but HSTL_III_DCI has no
reduction in clock power and signal power as comparison of
different type of HSTL I/O standard.
In third paper when SSTL I/O standard are used at Virtex-6
FPGA using Verilog hardware description language and Xilinx
ISE simulator for ROM design on FPGA.[6] we see that there
is reduction in total power as well as clock power and signal
power when scaling in frequency, but there is no change in
clock power and signal power at SSTL2_II_DCI at 3.3 GHZ
frequency as comparison to other SSTL I/O standard. In fourth
paper LVTTL & M-DDR both I/O standard are use at Artix-7
FPGA using Verilog hardware description language and Xilinx
ISE simulator for Designing of Power Efficient ROM[7,3].we
see that there is reduction in there is reduction in clock power
signal power and total power when the frequency is scale
down. when we compare LVTTL & M-DDR I/O standard at
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different frequency we see that M-DDR consume less power
than LVTTL.
III.

COMPARISON

In this section we compare the different I/O standard with
given different frequency for clock power ,signal power,i/o
power and total power dissipation
 At Frequency 1 GHz
Table 1: Dissipation of Power with different LVDCI [1]
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Total power dissipation of SSTL are more than
HSTL and HSTL power dissipation is more than
LVDCI family.
o LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
 At Frequency 2.9 GHz
Table 4: Dissipation of Power with Different LVDCI [1]

Table 5: Power Dissipation with Different HSTL [5]
Table 2: Dissipation of power with Different HSTL [5]

Table3: Dissipation of Power with Different SSTL [6]

The above table so the dissipation of different power at
different I/O standard family at same frequency 1GHZ.From
above table we find out that:
Clock power dissipation of HSTL and LVDCI family
are same but SSTL family are low.
Signal power dissipation of LVDCI and SSTL family
are almost same but HSTL family has 0.00 signal
power
IOs power dissipation of SSTL are more than HSTL
and HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI
family.
o LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
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Table 6: Power Dissipation with Different SSTL [6]

The above table so the dissipation of different power at
different I/O standard family at same frequency 2.9 GHZ.
From above table we find out that:
Clock power dissipation of HSTL and LVDCI family
are same but SSTL family are low.
Signal power dissipation of LVDCI and SSTL family
are almost same but HSTL family has 0.00 signal
power
IOs power dissipation of SSTL are more than HSTL
and HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI
family.
o LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
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Total power dissipation of SSTL are more than HSTL
and HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI
family.
o LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
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LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL


At Frequency 4.0 GHz

At Frequency 3.3 GHz
Table 16: Reduction of Power with Different LVDCI [1]

Table7: Power Dissipation with different LVDCI[1]

Table 17: Reduction of Power with Different HSTL [5]

Table 8: Reduction of Power with Different HSTL [5]

Table 18: Reduction of Power with Different SSTL[6]
Table 9: Reduction of Power with Different SSTL[6]

The above table so the dissipation of different power at
different I/O standard family at same frequency 3.3GHZ.From
above table we find out that:
 Clock power dissipation of HSTL and LVDCI family are
same but SSTL family are low.
 Signal power dissipation of LVDCI and SSTL family are
almost same but HSTL family has 0.00 signal power
 IOs power dissipation of SSTL is more than HSTL and
HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI family.
LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
 Total power dissipation of SSTL is more than HSTL and
HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI family.
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The above table so the dissipation of different power at
different I/O standard family at same frequency 4.0GHZ.From
above table we find out that:
 Clock power dissipation of HSTL and LVDCI family are
same but SSTL family are low .
 Signal power dissipation of LVDCI and SSTL family are
almost same but HSTL family has 0.00 signal power
 IOs power dissipation of SSTL is more than HSTL and
HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI family.
LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
 Total power dissipation of SSTL are more than HSTL
and HSTL power dissipation is more than LVDCI family.
LVDCI<HSTL<SSTL
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IV.

CONCLUSION

As discussed from the above table we conclude that the clock
power of SSTL family is low as comparison to LVDCI and
HSTL as the frequency scale down. HSTL family has low
signal power as frequency is scale down; LVDCI has I/O
power and total power as comparison to other family at
different frequency.
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